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Extension of the Bernstein Condition
to Systems of
Ordinary Differential Equations of General Form
A. Ja. Lepin and A. D. Myshkis

Abstract.

The Bernstein condition of boundedñess of the derivatives of an a priori bounded
solution of a 2nd order ordinary differential equation is extended to systems in which each
equation has its own order.
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1. Introduction
The Bernstein theorem for the equation
X11 ( t ) = f(t,x(t),x'(i))
is well-known [1: Section 1.2]. According to it, the inequality
lf(t,x,xi)l

Ax + B

(A,B

constants)

guarantees the boundedness of x', if the solution x of the equation above is bounded.
This theorem was extended in several directions. So, the vector equation
x'(t) = f(t, x(t), x'(t), ..., x'"' ) ( t))

(x(t) E Rm

(m

> 1), n

2)

(1)

was considered in [21 with f continuous. There was proven that, if the function I
satisfies the estimation
j f(t,x,xi)...

<A (ku

tm + 1x 2 1 1 + ... + I -T n-1 I T ) + B

(2)

for Ix < a (a > 0) and A,B > 0, then any solution x [to, T] -. Rm of (1) which
satisfies the a priori estimation Ix(t)I 5 a with sufficiently small a depending only
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on A, B and Tn, n can be continued onto the whole semiaxis [t 0 , oc) and has bounded
derivatives x',. . . ,
on it. But if condition (2) is replaced by
sup max If(t,x,xi,. . . ,x,_ 1 )J
00) InI!5a

iE[t 0

= o (ixii' +... + ix_ 1 lr)

(3)

as
lxii

lxn-ii
for any fixed a > 0, then the condition of sufficient smallness of a is eliminated, i.e.
any a priory bounded solution x has bounded derivatives x',... , x(71) (this statement
holds under estimation (2) only if n = 2 and rn = 1, i.e. in the case covered by the
Bernstein theorem).
The transition to a right-hand side of equation (1) which satisfies the Carathéodory
conditions (see, e.g., [3: Section 18.4]), the replacement of boundedness of the solution
x on its uniform L-boundedness on segments of fixed length, and some other general izations are contained in [4, 5]. The results of [5] can be applied especially to the system
of scalar equations
Xi

= f (t,... , x(t),...)

(k.':1).

(4)

The aim of the present paper is to give effective sufficiency conditions on the functions fi for the possibility of a continuation onto the whole semi-axis of any a priory
hounded solution of system (4) and the boundedness of all its derivatives x(t) (k

n j - 1)

2. General plan of the estimation of derivatives
2.1. We consider solutions of the system of scalar equations (4), whose right-hand
sides are given for t E [0, oc) and arbitrary values of other arguments and satisfy the
Carathéodory condition. Uniqueness of the solution of any Cauchy problem is not
supposed. Let the solution
t '-i x(i) = ( Xi (t),... ,xm(t))

of system (4) be built starting from t = 0 in the direction of growth of t, and let be
known that the values of this solution, being arbitrarily continued, cannot leave some
domain
Q = [ — ai,ai] x .. x [—a., a n ]
(a1,... ,am E (0,oc)).
The problem is to find conditions on the functions fi under which all derivatives of the
solution of system (4) indicated in the right-hand sides of that system remain bounded.
In particular, it follows from here that any such solution can be continued on the whole
semi-axis [0, oo)..
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We shall use the Kolmogorov-Gorny inequality (see, e.g., [6: Supplement
any function 0 E C 3 ([a, b); R)
II

[max {

<a

"( b

IIII

281

3

(k = 0;... , s —1)

}J

where 11 II
I I while a 3 , > 0 are absolute constants with
The following simple lemma will be needed for us:
max[a,b]

a5,o

1) for

(5)

1.

Lemma 1. For any s E N there exists r 3 > 0 such that the implication
a E R,b E

(b - a) 3 mm

E C3([a,b],R)

r9 max H

holds.
2.2.

Let x: [0, t] - Q (0 <t <oo) be a solution of system (4) and denote
M(t) = max
rE[O,i]

IX, n-1)
1

(r)

(z = 1,..., m).

We find conditions under which all functions M(t) remain bounded in the continuation
process of any such solution of system (4). Then the boundedness of its derivatives of
lower orders will follow from (5).
Consider the i-th equation of system (4). If
Ix(r)I> 1 2 M1 (t)
2

then from Lemma 1

(Vr E [0,t}),

i.e. M(t) <

2

follows. Let now be

( 6)

tfl,—I

mm Ix (ni—i) (r)I < M(t).

rE[O,tJ

'

Then values t i , t 12 E [0, t] depending on t exist such that
lx
I'

(n—i)
(ne— i)

(t1)I = 1t4.(t)
(t12) = Jtf1(t)

(ne—i)

xi

(r)I E (M(t), M1 (t)) Vr between t 1 and t2.

J

Integrating both parts of equation (4) from t 11 up to t 2 , we obtain
M(t) = 2 /

f(r,. . .

,x (k) (r),...) dr.

IJtiI

(7)

Moreover, from Lemma 1
-

t 1 ''M(t)

r

1 a,

i.e. t2 - t 1

< (2r1)

(8)
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follows.
In order to estimate the right-hand side of (7), denote
, b,,.... ;6,t) =

supfl

i,+h

/

I 0t 1

fj(T,...,ik(r),...)drI:

t 1 +h<t,h<fl

(9)

Pjk E c([o, t], [—b,k, b3k])
I
for b k > 0 (j = 1,... ,m;k = 0,.. .,n 1 —1). Then we obtain from (5) - (7) (with
s = n3 - 1) and (8) that
I k' 1

M1 (t) 2 max {

j (... ,a _I,ka;'

[max {M(t),(n - 1)! tni - I

,...;

(10)

A4'(t) i

I.

(i = 1,... ,m). Here one must take M3 (t) instead of the inner maximum if = n - 1.
If some n 1 = 1, then the corresponding equation (10) is not considered and M(t) is
replaced by c, in all other equations.

Thus we have obtained system (10) which contains m inequalities connecting in
non-decreasing non-negative functions t M1 (t). According to that what has been
said we obtain the following

Theorem 1. If from the inequality system (10) the boundedness of all functions
M7 for any {} or any sufficiently small {a,} follows, then by continuation of any
a priori bounded solution or respectively any bounded with sufficiently small constants
solution of system (4), all derivatives indicated in the right-hand sides of system (4)
remain bounded and the continuation is possible for arbitrary large values of t.

3. Examples
3.1. Consider equation (1) with in = 1, i.e. the scalar case, where condition (2) holds.
Then we obtain from (9)

for all 0 < t < oo and IboI < a. We can assume that t > to for some t 0 > 0 as it is
possible to apply the existence theorem for the Cauchy problem on the interval [0, to]
for sufficiently small to. Then inequality (10) for M(t) > 0 takes the form
M( t) <
- 2max {
X

r_
0n-I

[B+A

r r_ i a1 n-i

M(t)]
(an-1,kc

k=I

[max{M(t),(n_

i)!_T}])T]}

tn

Oa
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From here
M(t) <max

{C i aC 2 [

fh

+ C3 max{

jAM(t),cr(;)l }}

(11)

follows where the constants C 1 , C2 , C3 do not depend on a and M(t). We see that the
function t '—i M(t) is bounded for all t 2 to and sufficiently small a, and therefore
Theorem 1 is applicable in the 2nd variant.
If condition (2) is repalced by (3), then the boundedness of M(t) for any a follows
from the fact that the value A and therefore C3 in estimate (11) can be chosen arbitrarily
small for sufficiently large M(i). Therefore Theorem 1 is applicable in the 1st variant
in this case.
3.2.

Let be in = 1 and let the right-hand side of equation (1) admit the estimate
f(t, X, Xi,...,X. -

P

01

gr(i) X1 °'"

Xn..

r=1

V E [0, 00), x [—a, a], x 1 ,. . .,x,,_i ER
for some a ,3

and 71

E

2

O where fjt2gj(t)dt

[ 0 , 1 ] (i=1,...,p). Then
.D(bo,... , b,,—,; ^, t)

= o (Ii2— t il)

(^^

ast 1, t 2

V^ bi

E [0,00) with 0

<

1t2—tiI - 0

(SO).

ban,-. I

Hence we obtain, arguing as in Example 3.1, that if
(r=1,...,p),

then the function t
M(t) is bounded for all t 2 0 and any a
applicable in its 1-st variant.

>

0, i.e. Theorem 1 is

3.3. Consider the system of scalar equations with bounded functions 91
X 1 tj

= gi (t, x(t), x'(t)) Ix (t)I"

x(i) = 9 2 (i, x(i), x'(t))

Ix

(t)1fl21

Ix(t)I12

Ix(t)Ifl22

I

(0

t < oo)

(12)

for some /3 1 >0 (1<i,j2) and x=(x i ,x 2 ). Here
Gb1bF98 (i
21

=

1,2; C >0),

therefore the system of inequalities (10) has the form
.M(t)

max {C i a i , C2 A4 1 (t) fhl Aq2(t)i2ap4(t)_I }

(i = 1,2)

(13)
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for t > t 0 > 0 where C1 > 0 and C2 > 0 are certain constants. After taking the
logarithm of both sides of (13) and denoting y = ln M(t) we obtain the inequality
system
yj < max {ln(C i a i ),ln(C2 c i )+(f
l 1i i)yi +/912Y2}j
(14)
112 max { ln(C i a 2 ),ln(C22 ) + 321y1 + (/322 - 1)y2} J
Inequality (14) defines an angle in the (111, 11 2 )-plane which is larger than it and bounded
by two rays given as
Yi = ln(Ciai)
2—/3
ln(C2a1)
112 =
hi—
P12
012
where the first goes downwards and the second one to the right. Further, inequality
(14) 2 defines an angle which is larger than it and bounded by two rays given as
112 = ln(C1a2)
!I1

2

-1322
Y2
021

ln(C2a2)

}
1321
where the first goes to the left and the second one upwards. The direct consideration
of the intersection of these angles shows that the conditions
012

2- 022
P21

912

2 - /322
(15)
,
P21
are necessary and sufficient for the boundedness from above both coordinates of its
points for any, or respectively any sufficiently small values of a, and
Thus Theorem 1 is applicable to system (12) in the 1-st or 2-nd variant, if inequalities
(15) or equality in (15) 2 hold.
/11

<2,

h — Ph

<

or

flu <2,

—Pii
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